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a stoic s key to peace of mind seneca on the antidote to - in his thirteenth letter titled on groundless fears seneca writes there are more things likely to frighten us than there are to crush us we suffer more often in imagination than in reality with an eye to the self defeating and wearying human habit of bracing ourselves for imaginary, stoicism definition history influence britannica com - nature and scope of stoicism for the early stoic philosopher as for all the post aristotelian schools knowledge and its pursuit are no longer held to be ends in themselves the hellenistic age was a time of transition and the stoic philosopher was perhaps its most influential representative a new culture was in the making the heritage of an earlier period with athens as its intellectual, the definitive list of stoicism in history pop culture - includes an introduction to stoicism best books to start with stoic exercises and much more, immortal beloved beethoven s passionate love letters - ludwig van beethoven december 17 1770 march 26 1827 endures as one of the most influential and beloved composers of all time whenever i find myself with a sunken heart i promptly put his ninth symphony on repeat it s only befitting that a man of such extraordinary capacity to elevate the soul with beauty should be the author of some of the most breathtaking love letters of all time, zeno of citium wikipedia - zeno of citium z i n o greek z n n ho kitieus c 334 c 262 bc was a hellenistic thinker of phoenician descent from citium kition cyprus zeno was the founder of the stoic school of philosophy which he taught in athens from about 300 bc based on the moral ideas of the cynics stoicism laid great emphasis on goodness and, 100 things i learned in 10 years and 100 reads of marcus - 100 things i learned in 10 years and 100 reads of marcus aurelius s meditations, seneca essays book 1 stoics home page - materials for the construction of shakespeare s morals the stoic legacy to the renaissance major ethical authorities indexed according to virtues vices and characters from the plays as well as topics in swift pope and wordsworth books cicero s de officiis seneca s moral essays and moral epistles plutarch s lives montaigne s essays elyot s governour spenser s faerie queene james, 100 things i learned in 10 years and 100 reads of marcus - fantastic ryan well worth the read i m just getting my stoic on and i m more than a few years older than you and i have a lot to learn, the nietzsche channel nietzsche s letters 1887 - theodor fritsch 1852 1934 colorized and enhanced image the nietzsche channel nice march 29 1887 letter to theodor fritsch dear sir herewith i am returning to you the three issues of your correspondence sheet 1 thanking you for your confidence which you permitted me to cast a glance at the muddle of principles that lie at the heart of this strange movement
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